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Synoptic and seasonal variations of the ice-ocean
circulation in the Arctic: a numerical study
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ABSTRACT. The circulations of the Arctic ice cover and ocean are investigated
using a coupled ice-ocean model. The coupling is strong and two-way for synoptic
time scales, hut is limited on seasonal time scales: the geostrophic ocean currents are

not changed by the computed heat and salt fluxes. The ice-drift motion, Ekman
tl,nspcrts and the wir -d'iven part of the barotropic circulation are examined for the
months of February and August 1986, representing different atmospheric forcing, ice-
thickness and ice-strength regimes. Initial examination of the results revealed no

significant seasonal dep,_ndence of ice-drift response on the synoptic time scale, other -,,. F.)a "r /
than larger velocities with larger wind stresses. Daily maximum ice-drift velocities . 4.,--
range from 20-40 cm s 1 in February, and 15-30 cm s1 in August. The corresponding '

mean monthly maximum drifts were I I and 9 cm, respectively. The drag associated

with the geostrophic currents plays a much bigger role in the summer because of the , ,.
lighter atmospheric stresses. The well-known reversal of the normally clockwise. a, L:.t ' IL-

Beauf-ort Gyre to a cyclonic system in August takes place in a few days and lasts well
into September. In February, the Beaufort Gyre varies between a large, clockwise -

system covering all the Canadian Basin to a small, tight gyre centered over the! . vt1e/
southern Beaufort Sea, without any hint of reversal or disappearance. Large areas of'--.......
strong divergence were found in the Ekman transport patterns, as well as the ice- .

divergence fields, indicating areas where ice thinning, openings and new ice formation 88* i -n(1/o

might occur. In August this occurred in the Chukchi Sea, and in February just north D. t ! pec 1al

of Novaya Zemlya.

"~iI QUA.d.' .uakSEc'fL? 6

INTRODUCTION has aimed to improve on this aspect of Arctic modeling by
introducing an active, second-order closure turbulent

It is well known that the Arctic ice cover acts as an mixed-layer model under the ice that is driven by 1211

insulator or shield against both heat and momentum general circulation model (GCM)-derived atmospheric
transfer from the atmosphere to the ocean. This momentum and heat fluxes. Although this study involved
interesting geophysical process has been the subject of a complete treatment of the thermodynamics and

many studies. In particular, Lemke (1987), Mellor and hydrodynamics of the 3-D ice-ocean system over the
Kantha (1989) and Bjork (1989) have used one-dimen- year 1986, the focus of the present paper will be on

sional models to study the details of the heat and momentum processes and circulation.
momentum transfer processes, as well as the maintenance The generation of oceanic circulation by the curl of

of tie mean vertical structure of the Arctic Basin. There the overlying wind stress is a non-trivial problem in an
have also been three-dimensional (3-D) coupled ice-ocean ocean with topography, and has been the subject of many
modeling studies by Semtner (1987) and Hibler and Bryan theoretical and numerical studies. The presence of an ice
(1987), both using prognostic ice models but the latter cover presents an additional complication and gives rise to

using a diagnostic ocean model. In each of the 3-D studies, several questions: how much of the wind curl is
however, the turbulent mixed layer has been parameter- transmitted to produce circulation in the ocean; how
ized in a very simple manner, assuming a constant layer- much stress is available to produce mixing and Ekman

depth to the first sub-surface grid-point. The current study currents in the surface layers under the ice, and what is the

51



I Varn- Varnas and others: Ice-ocean circulation in the Arctic

drag experienced by the water due to ice-form drag and in the ocean, we have decided to use the TOPS
turbulent viscosity? Answers to the last two questions have (Thermodynamic Ocean Prediction System) model that
been addressed at length by McPhee (1982, 1990), but has been operational at FNOC (Fleet Numerical Ocean
answers to the first question are still incomplete, if not Central) in Monterey, California for several years (Clancy
lacking, especially on the observational side. and Pollak, 1983). For this study, the model has b)een

In the upper ocean reg;on (which, in tile winter, modified to extend to the ocean bottom. The TOPS model
includes depths down to 500m or more), the oceanic employs the Mellor and Yamada (1974) Level-2.5
velocity is a superposition of the Ekman, inertial and turbulence-closure method to parameterize the vertical
geostrophic velocities. On seasonal time scales, the eddy fluxes of temperature, salinity and momentum.
geostrophic velocity is dominant, but there can be A weak three-year relaxation is imposed on the
important net contributions to the transports from the temperature and salinity fields below 50m to prevent the
Ekman drifts as well, especially during periods of very high solutions from straying too far from climatology on long
winds, which are common in winter and spring periods. model integrations. Our tests with lower or zero values of

The reverse question, therefore, is also of great this constant produced no significant differences in either
interest: to what extent, and on what time scale, do the ice thickness or concentration, and none on'the synoptic or
geostrophic currents modify the ice motion? monthly time scales (see also Hibler and Bryan, 1987).

The geostrophic velocity at all levels of tile ocean is
calculated with a beta-spiral type inverse method of

MODELING APPROACH Peggion (1988), utilizing seasonal density fields derived
from the Levitus (1982) climatological T and S fields. The

The coupled ice-ocean model used in these studies model assumes the usual hydrostatic and geostrophic
contains the Hibler (1979) ice model and a 3-D ocean approximations, and additional constraints are imposed
model that consists of a turbulent mixed-layer model and on the density field due to mass conservation and the
an inverse geostrophic model. Coupling between the three topography (see Olbers and others, 1985). The resulting
models is achieved as follows: the ice is coupled to the linear equations, fitting all constraints to the data, arc
ocean through flux boundary conditions (including heat, solved through a minimization procedure. The computed
salt and momentum); the mixed layer, in turn, is coupled geostrophic currents are then interpolated to monthly
one-way to a climatological background ocean, receiving values.
advection velocities from a geostrophic inverse model. The entire coupled ice-ocean model is defined at
There is no direct feedback from the computed tempera- equal grid intervals of 127 km on a polar-stereographic
ture and salinity changes to the geostrophic currents; i.e. projection, with a total horizontal resolution of 47 x 25
pressure is determined solely from the seasonally-evolving, grid points. The vertical grids of the TOPS and the inverse
predet,-rmined climatological density field. The computed models coincide, containing 17 levels in a stretched
Ekman drift' and Ekman divergence, however, also configuration, with a resolution that places nine points
contribute horizontal and vertical advection velocities, in the first 100m and varies from 5rn near the surface to
respectively, to the mixfed-layer model, several hundred meters near the bottom. The resolution is

In particular, on the thermodynamic side, the ocean designed to track variations in the mixed layer, rather
model calculates the mixed-layer temperature, freezing than track variations of the bottom topography. This grid
temperature and oceanic heat flux for the ice model, also corresponds to the grid used by the PIPS (Polar Ice
whereas the ice model determined the stress between the Prediction System) of the" Navy in a daily operational
ice and the water and the salinity flux under the ice cover, setting (Preller, 1985).
The Hibler ice code was modified to utilize the mixed- In summary, the ice and the upper ocean are
layer temperatures, freezing temperatures and oceanic represented prognostically, and the interior ocean diag-
heat fluxes calculated in the ocean model. The heat nostically.
budget routine includes the seven-level thickness distribu-
tion after Walsh and others (1985).

On the momentum side, the ocean contributes a MODEL INITIALIZATION AND FORCING
velocity to the ice-water drag that is the sum of the wind-

driven Ekman and geostrophic velocities. In turn, the ice The Levitus (1982) winter climatology is used to initialize
momentum equations furnish ice velocities that enter into the temperature and salinity fields in the ocean model to a
the ice-water drag force. Since a full turbulent mixed-layer depth of 1500 m, and the annual climatology is used to set
model is used, we employ the ice-water drag rather than values below that depth. The initialization of the ice cover
the modified wind stress (wind stress minus internal ice is accomplished by doing a 3-year spin-up of an ice-only
stress) as the upper boundary conditions on the ocean model (but using the 1986 fluxes), and then using the
(Svensson and Omstedt, 1990). In open water regions, the resultant ice cover and circulation on the last day of year 3
atmospheric fluxes are used directly for the upper as the initial ice field on I January 1986 of the ice-ocean
boundary conditions. If a grid cell is ice-covered, the model, i.e. the first day of simulation year one with the
wind stress and the heat fluxes are applied to the ice first, coupled model.
and then the ice-water drag is computed to drive the The model was forced by 12h atmospheric fluycs
ocean. derived from the 1986 NOGAPS global-analyzed fields of

Some additional model particulars will now be FNOC. The model domain and the horizontal grid
described. To simulate the evolution of the mixe2d layer structure are illustrated in Figure 1, and the topography
under the ice and, in general, the thermodynamic changes with the corresponding resolution in Figure 2. Note that
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ICE-OCEAN MODEL GRID (127 KM) They form a very stable drag force compared to the highly

variable wind stress so that, on the monthly and certainly
.-- the seasonal time scale, their effect should be noticeable if

not pronounced.
7 The results will be grouped according to the following

I I I I I f themes: (a) seasonal variations of the ice and water
E "circulation, (b) synoptic evolution of the circulation, and

.'c) effect of the ice cover on generating water motions. In
this short paper we cannot give an exhaustive treatment

1, and answers to all the above questions, but will try to
highlight each point by the most illustrative examples.

V_ Z "+ Seasonal variations of the circulation
Before wve begin a detailed look at synoptic,responses and
variations that took place in the months of March and
August 1986, we will review the corresponding average

Fig. 1. The basin geometry and horizontal grid structure used m onthly c a i n re r t p a the n optic

imonthly circulations in order to place the synoptic
pictures in a more familiar frame of reference.

Figures 3 and 4 display the wind-velocity and the ice-
motion fields for the months of February and August 1986.

BOTTOM TOPOGRAPHY (METERS) We use the geostrophic wind-velocity fields at 20 m height

instead of the stress fields because they give much better
--. - . , •details of the circulation in areas of weak winds, as the

stress has a quadratic dependence on the wind speed.
Keeping the maximum arrow lengths in the respective

, " - , ''. 5 ,_figures reasonable (i.e. non-overlapping and covering no

more than three neighboring grid boxes) left us sometimes
[ ,. . /[]' 1,. ,.... .. ;' .,' I ' , .Q._..-q ,q with arrows too small to be discerned clearly, oe ag

, -.'7 .- areas of the domain when the stress was plotted.

[ ,,Overall, the February winds over the Arctic are
. -.. c composed of a large anticyclonic gyre over the Canadian

. -, Basin and a strong, wide "transpolar jet" over the
Eurasian Basin, moving from east-central Siberia toward

S'. -Q--I '. ... Norway. Note the highs over the Beaufort Sea, Baffin

Island and the southern Norwegian Sea, and the large low
Fig. 2. The topography of the Arctic-Greenland Sea basin pressure area about 20' east of Novaya Zemlya. The
with a 12o7ki resolution A corresponding ice motion (with average maximum of

II cms t ) reflects the overall ',ind pattern quite accur-
ately: the usual anticyclonic. Beaufort Gyre occupying a

only the major ocean basins and ridges are resolved with slightly larger area than the overlying high pressure winds,
this resolution. and a wide transpolar flow paralleling closely the

The model essentially reaches statistical equilibrium atmospheric transpolar pattern over almost the same
after the fourth year of simulation, in the sense that in all domain.
aspects the model results during simulation years four and The atmosphere in August is characterized by two
five evolve almost identically. Thtls, the results are high pressure regions, a strong one over the Greenland Sea
analyzed for the fifth year. and a weak one over the Beaufort Sea, and a very large

and intense cyclonic low over the whole Canadian Basin.
Between this low and the Greenland Sea high there runs a

MODEL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS well-formed "reverse polar jet" from an area east of
Greenland toward eastern Siberia. The corresponding ice

The principal aims of this paper were to study the motion consists of a strong cyclonic gyre over the central
momentum transfer processes and coupled ice-ocean Arctic and an anticyclonic flow in the southern Beaufort
response to time-dependent winds on the synoptic and Sea. However, note that, whereas the areas occupied by
seasonal time scales. The accompanying model results on the large cyclonic wind and ice patterns are about the
ice thickness, ice extent and the thermohaline structure are same, the centers of the gyres are separated considerably
being published elsewhere (Piacsek and others, 1999). and the streamlines do not coincide as well as they do in
Since the thickness and compactness of the ice :over vary February. There is considerable eastward movement of ice
greatly between seasons, a specific point of interest was the under the western part of the (here southward flowing)
seasonal dependence of the momentum transfer and reverse polar jet, and considerable eastward ice movement
transient response. Such a study may obtain, indirectly, across the northerly winds just north of Greenland.
an insight into the role of the ice cover in momentum We also note that the rather well-formed anticyclonic
transfer between air and water. Another question ice motion (a remnant of the Beaufort Gyre?) is located
concerned the role of the geotrophic ocean currents. west of the weak high centered at the westeren end of the
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AVERAGE WIND VELOCITY FOR FEBRUARY-86 AVERAGE WIND VELOCITY FOR AUGUST-6

a MAXIMUM WIND VELOCITY 10.3 M/SEC a MAXIMUM WIND VELOCITY 6 2 ?/SEC

(~r-7

(;O IRPIC VELOCE FOR FBRENTS, FORM, FERER VLcIE T_ FOR AUI'-1*

b MAXIMUMIC VELOCITY 11.0 CMSEC b MAXMM [C VELOCITY 9 1) C M _-zE

1 .. .. . . .

N,.

AVESRAGICE VUFAEOCURES FOR FEAARCHR-86~PFC CRETSFR '§

d MAXIMUM IEVELOCITY 9 2 CM SEC Fig 4 TheM geotpi wLOiTd -i at 20 C a) e-dif
_1 moin()Cn esrpi ca urn c o h ot

4-I

Caada Arctic Arhpeao and__ occpis__mchlage

d ig Tegeostrophic wn velocity pteninAt (Fig (a), would~f

.4 4V ' ~ ,mti() andtgcostlopic ocean current fo the mio onthwel

ieif moio ()an e iocncuet fcnadiatng rcti-rcplaoi anedrioccupieer a uch lat

(c o hmnhoebur96 ic-dif motionZ geostrpehic velocitiaters in Maugus (Fig. 3d) woulds

for Marh1986(d).gwrnin that same stargumnt coul alo moe applictote
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Fig. 5. 7he wind stress (a) and ice-drifi motion (bs) fo 5 Fig. 6. The -zind stress (a) and ice-drift motion (b) for 8

February 1986. February 1986.

Although the March currents are almost identical to those illustrated in Figure 6)a,b). The winds have ccrnpletelv
in February, there seems to be no evidence of an changed: we now have highs north of Canada and
anticyclonic ice motion in this region, implying that the northeast of Greenland and a strong low over the
strong March winds (average maximum of 14 m s1) in this Siberian coast (reminiscent of the average winds). I hes
area dominate the current drag. Since the maximum highs and lows drive a strong westerly atmosphericjet over
average winds in August are only about 6ms- (and the the Beaufort Sea and a wide transpolar jet south along
stress goes quadratic with speed), we would expect the 20' E toward the Barents Sea. Whereas the ice motion in
effects of the geostrophic currents to be much stronger in the Beaufort Sea closely parallels the winds, it forms a wide
the summer. transpolar ice drift over the central Arctic which is at a 30-

angle to the right of the wind.
Synoptic variations The perennial Beaufort Gyre surfaces on II February
The synoptic evolution of the wind patterns and the (not shown). We illustrate the ice-drift situation on 12
corresponding ice motions for February 1986 are February (Fig. 7a), which shows the presence of a
illustrated in Figures 5-11. A careful inspection of all the dominating anticyclonic gyre over the whole western halt
daily plots has revealed the presence of five basic patterns of the Arctic Basin and a reverse flow of ice into the Arctic
which last 3-5d on the average, with the 27 Februarv through the Fram Strait. The next day 'Fig. 7b) illustrates
pattern repeating that of 5 February quite closely, an ice-drift configuration most efficient for transporting

Figure 5(a,b) shows the wind stress and ice-drift and piling up against the northern shores of Canada and
velocity for 5 February. The strong low pressure system Greenland. It consists of a large anticyclonic (clockwise,
east of Spitsbergen drives a corresponding strong, cyclonic gyre over the Canadian half of the Arctic Basin, and an
ice-gyre centered on the same location. A weak, eastward- intense gyrejust north of the Fram Strait, driving between
moving jet north of Greenland and Canada drives a very them a very strong southwesterly drift-current toward
wide transpolar ice-drift current, which narrows and thee shores. The ice velocity on this day peaks at 37 cm s-

intensifies upon reaching the Fram Strait, partly due to and the maxima tends to occur near the pole.
the southerly winds of the Spitsbergen low and partly due On 16 February (Fig. 8b) the large Beaufort Gyre has
to the strengthening coastal atmospheric jet. shrunk to a small, tight but very energetic gyre and a

Three days later on 8 February the situation is strong, well-formed transpolar drift, with a lot of ice

5,'8
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ICE VELOCITIES --- 860212 WIND STRESS --- 860216
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Fig. 7. The ice-drift motion for 12 February (a) and 13 Fig. 8. The wind stress (a) and ice-drift motion (b) for 16

February (b), 1986. Febuary 1986.

exiting through the Fram Strait and also into the Barents feature of the ice motion, is mostly evident only on 13

Sea. This ice movement is caused by a peculiar wind February; however, it is also present on 9 February, but

pattern (Fig. 8a): a very long high pressure ridge causing with an orientation 900 to the usual Bering--Fram strait

winds to form a very wide northwesterly stream t1at cms line, moving rather from Greenland toward Siberia.
to intensify suddenly everywhere as it crosses the 800 N
latitude circle. On this day the transpolar ice drift is about Ekman transport
40* to the right of the wind in almost all locations except in The Ekman transports corresponding to the wind-stress

the southwest part of the Beaufort Gyre, where the ice drift fields of 5 February and 17 August are depicted in Figure
and wind are almost parallel. 12. These transports are computed between the surface

Figures 9 to II display the syno'ptic variations of the and the 50 m depth level; the figures show the average
winds and circulations in mid-August 1986. Three velocity in this layer. On 5 February (Fig. 12a) we note a

snapshots of the flow are presented four days apart, i.e. series of alternating diverging and converging regions over

for the days 9, 13 and 17 August, respectively. The the Canadian Basin, and a very intense divergence region

atmosphere on 9 August is characterized by a low south of under the strong atmospheric low near Novaya Zemlva.
Iceland, a high over Franz Josef Land and a weak low The situation on 17 August (Fig. 12b) is dominated by a

over Siberia. By 13 February a high develops south of huge divergence under the large cyclonic gyre, and a
Spitsbergen, and the low intensifies off Siberia and moves strong offshore transport west of Norway, about 45' to the

toward the Bering Strait. By 17 February, the Siberian low right of the southerly wind stream paralleling the
has grown tremendously and covers the larger part of the Norwegian coast. The maximum velocities are about 8.6

Canadian Basin. and 5.6 cm s t , respectively. Although not illustrated in this

The corresponding ice motion changes from a highly paper, areas of strong divergence in the Ekman transport
deformed, jet stream-like wave on 9 February to a giant tend to be indicative of areas of ice divergence. This is

cyclonic gyre occupying the most part of the Canadian particularly true for the case of the large cyclonic gyre in

Basin, driven evidently by the large low pressure cyclone, the Canadian Basin, indicating a thinning of the ice cover.

This well-established reversal of the normally clockwise In some cases this can lead to areas of ice opening as well
Beaufort Gyre has been simulated and discussed by Preller as now ice formation.

and Posey (1989). The strong transpolar drift, a common
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ROLE OF ICE COVER IN MOMENTUM maximum velocities for the wind-stress case are larger
TRANSFER than the drag case by a factor of two (4.5 versus 1.9 cm s'.).

The cyclonic gyres in the Beaufort Sea and the Norwegian

To get a feeling for this role, we have simulated the wind- Sea are about the same, but the two anticyclonic gyres,
driven barotropic currents with two kinds of forcing: the one near Spitsbergen and the other 90o east on the same
entire wind stress and the ice-water drag (under the ice). latitude, are stronger in the wind-stress case.
The results for September are presented in Figure 13. The

:viA.v.i'I 1' il; Xii 11i-~ i~ i" CONCLUSIONS

.... .............. We have made a numerical study of the Arctic ice cover
and upper ocean using a 3-D coupled ice-ocean model.

...... The model incorporated a turbulent mixed-layer model,
and was forced with daily GCM-derived 12 h atmospheric

. -- ,.. .fluxes. In particular, we examined the momentum transfer
......... •and circulation response to the transient winds and heat

- _h " .. . fluxes, and made an initial study of the synoptic and
S *" .... , seasonal variabilities of ice-drift motion, Ekman transport

z :;} and barotropic currents.
Preliminary examination of the model results revealed

no significant seasonal dependence of ice-drift response on
the synoptic time scale, other than larger velocities with

a larger wind stresses. Daily maximum ice-drift velocities
range from 20-40cms "1 in February and 15-30cms 1 in

I,L . !f .\ ," , August. The corresponding mean monthly maximum
drifts were 11 and 9cms', respectively. In contrast, the

." barotropic response of the ocean is very different in the
winter than in the summer, with the ice cover playing a

...... - much more important role in winter. The drag associated
a with the geostrophic currents, however, plays a much

bigger role in the summer because of the lighter

".. -atmospheric stresses.

The well-known reversal of the normally clockwise
.-. :, . Beaufort Gyre to a cyclonic system in August takes place

in a few days and lasts well into September. In February,
this gyre varies between a large, clockwise system covering

all the Canadian Basin to a small, tight gyre centered over
the southern Beaufort Sea. There is no evidence of any
reversal or even disappearance of the gyre in February.

b .The large divergence areas seen in the Ekman

;E:i - : I D H 
,  

0 1M. e6 transport patterns are important for ice formation: in
.'.IM_ A 1--; N" M".: divergent areas the ice will thin or open up and refreezing

-~ will follow.
i . " i 0. : Follow-on studies will examine other months of 1986,

as well as other years of forcing. The model will be
............. modified to employ a prognostic ocean model with two-

* .............. way coupling of the baroclinic currents and the computed
density changes, and to include detailed correlations
between forcing, ice-drift motion and ocean cu.rrents.
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